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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X denote anormed space over the real field R. In this paper we give 
some characterizations of inner product spaces which are slightly 
improvements ofknown results (Propositions 1 and 2, Theorems 2 and 4); 
also, we reobtain i a more straightforward y some known charac- 
terizations. The proofs are accomplished by using (or perusing) the 
properties of norm derivatives. Similar results can be stated for complex 
spaces. 
Set (for x, y in X) r(x, y) = lim,,,+(jlx + tylj - IJxll)/t; no ethat he last 
expression is ondecreasing with t. For the sake of completeness, we list the 
properties of the functional r that will be used in the sequel. 
(a) z(x, Ax +,uy) = d //xl] +puz(x, y)for 1E R, p 2 0; 
(b) GX,PY) =P(x, Y) for 1, P 2 0; 
(c) 4(x, -y) = lim r4lX + @II -IIxllYt < +7 Y> G II Ylli 
(d) z: X x X+ R is upper semicontinuous; 
(e) z(x, 0) = 0; ~(0, y) = )/y/l for every x and every . .. 
The space X is smooth if and only if one of the following conditions 
holds : 
(f) -X(X, -y) = r(x, y) for all pairs x, y in X, 
(g) r(x, y+ z) = r(x, y) + r(x, z) for all x, y, z in X. 
We shall use orthogonality in the sense of Birkhoff: thus x 1 y (x is 
orthogonal toy) will mean /Ix + Ay/l> J/XII for 1 E R. This is clearly 
equivalent to -r(x, -y) < 0 < z(x, y); moreover, x1 y - c~x//IxlJ is 
equivalent to -r(x, -y) < a < z(x, y). We recall that xI y implies Ax_L ,uy 
for x, y in X. 
* Work performed under the auspices of the C.N.R. (National Council of Research of 
Italy). 
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We denote by dim(X) the dimension fX, and we write X is (H) when rhe 
norm sf X derives from an inner product; inthis case, the inner product 
(x, y) is given by r(x, y) ]].I]/. 
We state some well-known results hat we shall use Sn t&e sequel. 
LEMMA I (see [4, Theorem 6.4; 9, Theorem I]). The plormed rpace X VJ’ 
three or more dimensions i (H) if (and only if) 
Consider the following condition: 
if ]lx]i = /I y]] = 1, then t(x, y) = 0 implies r(y, x) = 0. 
Then we have 
Lmho. 2 (see 19, Theorem 3.51). The folioowing ~~?~dit~o~s dre
equivalent o  X: 
(i) Condition (1’) holds, 
(ii) The space X is smooth and Condition (I) holds. 
Remark 1. Note that he restriction /Ix]] = ] y]l = 1 can be dropped .x1 
(i), and-if we assume y# O-also in (1’). 
The foilowing result isa consequence ofLemmas I and 2. 
LEMMA 3 (see [9, Theorem 6.21). If dim(X) > 3 and (I’) holds, then X
ts (H). 
If we want to drop the assumption dim(X) > 3 in these c~aracter~~a.ti~~~s, 
then it is necessary tostrengthen Co dition (1’) (see 14, Sect. 61). 
LEMMA 4 (see [9, Theorem 6.41). The space X is (M) $ (and opzly ifi 
z(x, y)=z(y,x)for allpairs x,y inX, ijxll=ljyi\= 1. (2) 
Remark 2. Lemma 3 was also proved in ] 12, Theorem 3] for smooth 
spaces, and-for the general case-in [ 11, Theorem 41, where the proof that 
(1’) implies the smoothness ofX is not clear to the present author. Lemma 4 
was also proved in [ 13, Theorem 2’; 16, Theorem 1; and 3 I, Theorem 2]. 
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A slight improvement ofLemma 4 is given by 
PROPOSITION 1. The space X is (H) if (and only if) 
/z(x, y)l= jt(y,x)lfor allpairs x,y in X, J/x/I = )/ yIJ = 1. (2’) 
ProoJ Clearly, (2’) implies (1’); thus (for Lemma 2) the smoothness 
ofX, moreover, suppose r(x, y) = -z(y, x) # 0 for a pair x, y with 
IIXII = IYII = 1. It is possible to assume r(y, x) > 0, which implies 
J/x + ty]] > 1 for t > 0. Then for t = -r(x, y) > 0 we have r(x, tx + y) = 0; 
thus z(tx + y, x) = 0 by (1’), so we obtain JJtx + yll = z(tx + y, tx + y) = 
z(tx + y, y) < (I y]l = 1, against our assumption. This is a contradiction, 
proving the proposition. 
3. APPROXIMATION-THEORETIC CHARACTERIZATIONS 
Let us denote by P,(j) the set of all elements ofbest approximation t  y
by means of the elements of the set A; if we set [x] = {Ilx; A E R}, then 
clearly (TX E P,,,(y) ifand only if y- ox i x. 
By using Proposition 1, we give now a new proof of the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 1 (see [l, Theorem 31). Let X be strictly convex; then X is 
(H) if and only if 
lIP,,,(~)ll= IIPr,I(x>llfor allpai s x2 Y in Z lIxl/= lvll= 1. (3) 
Prooj The assumption fstrict onvexity onX implies the uniqueness of 
best approximation from convex sets, thus the meaning of (3) is clear. 
The “only if’ part is trivial, so we have to prove the “if’ part. Condition 
(3) implies (1); in fact, x I y implies PCY,(x) = (0). Then by (3) P,,,(y) = 
{~9}, thus yix. Now let /Ix]/ = I] y]] = 1; Prxl(y) = {(TX} is equivalent to y- 
ax I x, thus also to x I y - G~X by (l), that is, to r(x, y) = (r since /Ix// = 1. 
Therefore, since I/y I] = 1, by again using (3) we obtain ]r(x, y)] = llPrXl(y)l~ = 
IIPr,I(x)l/ = ]r(x, y)], and for Proposition 1 this implies the thesis. 
Another characterization, similar tothe one above, is given by 
THEOREM 2. Let dim(X) > 3; then X is (H) if and only if 
d(x, [y])=d(y, [x])for allpairs x,yin X, llxll = lylj= 1. (4) 
ProoJ: The “only if’ part is clear, thus we shall prove (by using 
Lemma 1) the “if’ part. 
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Suppose I/x\/ = ]]y]] = 1; if x 1 y, then d(x, [y]) = 1. From (4) we obtain 
d(y, [x]) = 1, and then yi x. Thus we have proved that (4) implies (l), and 
therefore th theorem. 
Remark 3. It is easy to see that Condition (4) admits the following 
equivalent reformulation: 
me! /lx- tyyl] = t$i j] y- tx]] for all pairs x, y in X, //x/l = ]I y]l = 1. (4’) 
Therefore (4) is weaker then the well-known Ficken’s condition (see, e.g., 
[3, p. 1521). When dim(X) = 2, condition (4) does not imply X to be (H) 
(consider the norm determined by the affine r gular hexagon); we do not 
know whether (4) is equivalent to (1). 
THEOREM 3 (see [7]). Let X satisfy the following condition: 
ii(x+y)/2]~<//tx+(l-t)y]] for all pairs x, y in X; Ijxlj=liyil=i; 
O<t<l. i.5) 
Then X is (H). 
ProojI As is known (and easily checked), given a convex set C and a 
point xE X, the elements x0E PC(x) are characterized by the Kolmogorov 
condition 
z(x-x0,x0- y) > 0 for every E C. (cl 
Given in X a pair x, y with //x// = j]y]] = 1, condition (5) says that 
(x + y)/2 E P,(0), where C is the segment joining x and y; thus, for t E [O, I] 
we have 0 < t(-(X + y)/2, (x + y)/2 - (Ix + (1 - t)y)) = r((x + y)/2, 
(t - 4)(x - y)). For t ( f this implies r(x + y, x - y) > 0, while for t > 4 we 
obtain r(x + y, -(x - y)) > 0; therefore w have -r(x + y, y -x> < 0 < 
r(x + y, x - y), which means x + y i x - y. Thus we have proved that, if 
(5) holds, then 
]lx]]=]ly]l implies xiylx-y, 
and this condition implies that X is (H) (see \14, Theorem I]) 
Remark 4. Theorem 3 was also proved in [S], under the (slightly 
stronger) assumption that (5) holds with <, instead of<. Also, the 
implication: (7) implies that X is (H), was also proved in j3, p. 155; and IO, 
Theorem 71. 
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4. PRESERVING ACUTE OR OBTUSE ANGLES CHARACTERIZATIONS 
We begin this ection with the following simple proposition: 
PROPOSITION 2. Each of the following conditions is equivalent to (1):’ 
if (Ix// = 1) y/I = 1, then 7(x, y) > 0 implies 7(y, x) > 0; (8) 
zj-IIxI/ = /lyll = 1, then -z(x, -y) < 0 implies -7(y, -x) < 0; (8’) 
llv-7(x, Yb/llxll>ll < IIYIlfir allpairs x,Y in X xf 0; (9) 
IIY + 7(x, -Y)x/llxll)ll< llyllfor allpairs x,y in -F x# 0. (9’) 
ProoJ: Conditions (8) and (8’) are clearly equivalent, andit is also 
equivalent to require that he same implications hold for all pairs x, y; x f 0 
in (8’). Also, (9) is equivalent to (9’), and it is also the same to assume that 
these inequalities holdonly for (Ix]] = I] y]I = 1. Therefore, to conclude the 
proof of the proposition, it isenough to prove that (1) implies (9) and (9’) 
implies (S’), while (8) implies (1). 
Condition (1)S- (9). Given x, y in X, I/x]] = I yI] = 1, the condition ax E 
PIXl(y) is equivalent to x-L y - ax, that is, to -7(x, -y) < a llxll < 7(x, y). 
Thus (1) implies 1)y- 7(x, y)x]] = min,,, I] y- tx(l < 1) yI(, that is, (9). 
Condition (9’)+ (8’). Let ]]x]] = ]y]] = 1, and -7(x,-y)<O; if (9’) 
holds, then we obtain 7(y, x) = liml+O+ (II Y+ et -YMl - II YIlW(-G -Y> G 
(II y + 7(x, -y)xII - /I y]])/z(x, -y)< 0. Thus -z(y, -x> < Z(Y, x) < 0, that is, 
(8’) holds. 
Condition (8) S- (1). Assume (8), and let ]]x/] = I] y]] = 1; x I y. This 
means 7(x, y) > 0, 7(x, -y) > 0, so we obtain from (8) that 7(-y, x) = 
7( y, -x) > 0, 7( y, x) > 0, and then y _L x; thus (1) holds. 
Remark 5. The following geometrical interpretation justifies thetitle of
the present section: let be ]]x]] = ]y]] = 1 an consider the half line passing d 
through y parallel to x and with the same direction as x. We can say that x
is acute to y if such a half line does not intersect theset {z E X, ]]z]] < l}, 
that is, if 7(x, y) > 0 (see [2, p. 3421). W e can define in a similar way obtuse 
angles: they will correspond tothe condition -7(x, -y) < 0. Note how, in 
this terminology, x I y would mean x acute and obtuse to y. 
Remark 6. In [6] a condition much stronger than (8) was used to 
obtain-for a class of Banach spaces- aconclusion weaker than being (H). 
The final result wewant to prove is 
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THEOREM 4. The normed space X of three or more d~rnensio~~ a’s( 
and only if the following condition holds: 
8 < z(x, y) . r(y, x) for every pair x, y in X, j/x// = i/y/] = 1. bi0.l 
ProoJ The “only if’ part is trivial, thus we have to prove the “‘if’ part; 
the proof will be given by showing that (10) implies (I). Consider a pair x, y 
in x; /Ix// = !/y/l = 1, x 1 y. We want to show that his implies, when (10) 
holds, y i x. The proof is divided into 3steps. 
Step 1. Let be r(x, y) = 0; we shall deduce that t(y, x) > 0. Suppose 
that r(y, x) < 0; if we choose a null sequence of positive numbers J.,,, we 
obtain z(x, y+ I.,x) = r(x, y) + 1,7(x, )= A,, > 0 for every n. Also, 
lim,,, r(y + &x, x) < z( y, x) < 0 (we used the upper semicontinuity of r); 
so z(y +&x,x) < 0 for some n, and the pairs x, y + il,x would violate (10); 
therefore we conclude that z( y, x) 2 0. 
Step 2. Suppose now z(x, y) = 0 and r(y, x) > 0; we shall obtain from 
these assumptions r(x, -y) = 0 (so z(y, -x) = z(-y, x) > 0 because of 
Step 1). If k = z(y,x), we have r(y,x+/Zy)=z(y,x)f;l > 0 for 
-k < L < 0; then for these I. condition (10) implies 0 < (-4) t.(x + /zy, y) = 
7(x + Ay, -Ay -x +x) =--/lx + flyzyil + 7(x+ Ay, x) ,< --/lx -I- Ly/l -k jlxll; the 
last erm cannot be positive (since x 1. y), so /Ix jj = j/x + /ly 11 for -k ( ;t < 0. 
Therefore -r(x, -y) = lim, &jl x -t ;iv jj - jJ x j/)/L = 0, as we asserted. 
Step 3. Up to now we have shown that T(.x, y)= 0 implies either 
z( y, x) = 0, or r(y, x) > 0 > -r(y, -x); in any case y 1 x. Also, if 
-7(x, -y) = 0, we obtain (-y) i x, so again yi x. To complete the proof 
-we have still toconsider the case -z(x, -y) < 0 < x(x, y); but then from (10) 
we abtain -z(-y, x) < 0 < r(y, x) = 7(-y, -x), that is, (-y) i (-x) and 
then again y 1 x, which concludes the proof. 
Remark 7. Condition (10) is equivalent to 
t(x, y) > 0 implies r(y, x) > 0; (lo;) 
s(y, y- z(x, y)x/llxlj) < /Iy/l for all pairs x, y in X, x f 0. (IO”) 
This shows that (10) is formally weaker than conditions (I), (8), or (91, 
while the converse istrue because of our Theorem 4. In a smooth space it is 
quite asy to prove that (10’) implies (1’); in fact, T(X, y) = 0 = z(x, -jj) 
implies z(y, x) > 0 and z(-y, x) = -z(y, x) > 0, thus ~(y, x) = 0. 
Remark 8. The following condition was considered in [ 15 1: 
I/y- 2t(x, y)x/jixj/II < llyll for all pairs x, y in X, xf 0. (nnl 
Clearly, this condition implies (9), but not conversely: in fact, itis proved in 
[ 15, Theorem 1) that (11) implies (H) also for two-dimensional spares. 
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Again in [ 151, it was shown that he last statement aswell as the thesis of
Lemma 4 are also true if the assumptions made hold only for pairs of 
smooth points x, y in X. It is easy to see by using [ 15, Lemma 21 that he 
same weakening of the assumptions can be made for the other charac- 
terizations displayed here. 
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